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"I just want to thank you again on behalf of our team. The Apple Mac Keynote training was fantastic and exactly 

what we needed." 

Alysha Green, Universal Pictures Australia 

“Through T7 Training Systems, I was well educated in the use of the Adobe InDesign system which has been 

invaluable in producing two magazines from scratch. Your instructor was an effective and relaxed tutor, working 

with yours truly to ensure I achieved the best possible results. Without reservation, I would recommend this 

proficient and easily understandable training system.” 

Peter Argent, Freelance Photojournalist 

“Best three hours I’ve spent for a long time.” 

Melinda Schubert, Downer Australia 

“All aspects were perfect.  My favourite part of the training was being able to ask specific questions relating to my 

work.  Great job, will be recommending you guys.” 

Jessie, Premier Waste 

“The team and I were very pleased with your professional approach with explaining and teaching the principles, your 

organised method and timing, as well as the personalised workbooks which we will use as a reference.  Thanks so 

much.” 

Denise, Asciano Ltd 

“We have had glowing reports back from our staff regarding your Microsoft training.  All have said you are an 

excellent trainer with lots of patience and a great ability to explain in simple terms and we certainly would 

recommend you to anyone.” 

Marie, HR Department, Auburn City Council (Sydney) 

“Found info concise, easy to understand and very informative.  Thank you for building my confidence!” 

Martine Quigley 

“I really enjoyed Microsoft Word training today and I think your level of skill is great.  It will assist us greatly going 

forward.” 

Tony, Gillespie Group 

“Your ability to convey the training information into easy to understand terms, by keeping it in everyday language 

ensured even I (who my kids term an IT dinosaur) could competently & confidently enter into the Microsoft 

Publisher zone and complete what had previously seemed quite a daunting task. 

I wanted to personally say a big “THANKS SO MUCH” for your patience and valuable expertise in making the training 

understandable for me. 

I would not hesitate in recommending T7 Training to anyone that is in need of Microsoft training and an extremely 

friendly, professional and patient trainer!” 

Samantha, Womens Housing Company 

“I learnt so much about Excel.  It opened up a whole new academic world.  I was pretty stoked by the graphs.” 

Simone, E-hygiene Mirror 
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“Your instructor presented the Excel course at a level everyone could understand.  He took his time and didn’t mind 

answering questions, which made it really pleasant.” 

Margie, E-hygiene Mirror 

“I liked learning all of the little Excel quick tips.  Things that I’ve done before that took a long time are now ‘2 second’ 

jobs.  Also I loved learning the advanced tips.  Your instructor was really good at keeping us involved and held our 

attention.” 

Amy, E-hygiene Mirror 

“We can now use the Excel data we have in a manner that’s very productive.  We enjoyed learning how to do the 

secretarial type jobs – balance sheets, graphs and writing academic documents.  I also think the presenter was 

fantastic and it’s worthwhile for the future Executive, in order for them to serve the members – it’s invaluable.  My 

skills have increased exponentially in one day.” 

Hellen, E-hygiene Mirror 

“I’ve had wonderful feedback about you and the courses staff have so far undertaken.” 

Joan, University of Technology Sydney 

“Your one-day Microsoft Project training course was practical, easy-to-follow and well-paced.  It gave me confidence 

to start using the application immediately.” 

Saysana Sirimanotham, ACON Health 

“I would like to thank you again for the fantastic training you provided to our staff members.” 

Julia Cooper, Employers Mutual South Australia (Adelaide) 

“Just some quick feedback on the training, it was excellent!  The best Excel training I have been to.  Nick Jankovic is a 

very competent trainer.  He was patient, willing to assist each trainee individually if required, provided easy to 

understand examples and spoke in a clear, confident voice explaining each example as we went through the 

workbook.  I would certainly recommend Nick and T7 Training to facilitate future Excel courses.” 

Sandra Lloyd-Davies, Julia Cooper, Employers Mutual South Australia (Adelaide) 

“I attended two training sessions with Nicholas Jankovic covering Microsoft Word and Excel last week.  I found him 

to be an excellent trainer, a good listener and a very effective communicator.  I was particularly impressed with the 

clarity of the notes and guidelines he produced.  I can certainly recommend him.” 

John Price, Auburn City Council Sydney 

“I was impressed with your company’s presentation, client service and training delivery.  I’ll certainly look to utilise 

your services again.” 

Natalie Wall, Auburn City Council Sydney 

“I spoke with Christine this morning, she was absolutely delighted with her one-on-one session.” 

Jamie 

“Thank you so much.  I must say, it’s a pleasure to deal with you especially in comparison with the representatives of 

the other computer training companies I’ve been in contact with.” 

Natalie Wall, Auburn City Council Sydney 
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“I’m still hearing positive feedback about your training.  We greatly appreciate the time you took to answer 

everyone’s questions.  Personally I’m excited that I now know how to do a mail merge!  Thank you very much and 

we’ll definitely keep you in mind for any future training needs.” 

Jessica, Crown Relocations 

“You’re a genius – I spent hours trying to figure that out on Friday – even a trusty Google search couldn’t help me.  

With your instructions, I fixed it in about two minutes!” 

Jessica, Crown Relocations 

“The Excel course helped me a lot and we will certainly keep you in mind.” 

Tony, Ebro-Armaturen 

“Thank you very much, we’ve had great feedback.” 

Katie Rogers, Australia Post 

“Thank you!  I have already used many of the tricks I learned at your course on Saturday.” 

Rebecca, Parsons Brinkerhoff 

“Thank you very much for the training last week.  The feedback from all participants was great.” 

Jill Fitzgerald 

“The course outline of the MS Project course I attended last Saturday was well structured and having only two 

people in the class was almost like a one-on-one training session.  Nicholas was teaching at a good pace and was able 

to answer questions that we had.  I would recommend this course to other students thinking about getting the 

basics of MS Project.” 

Damien 

“I really got a lot out of the T7 Training Systems class, I use his book each time I need to reference something with 

Excel!  Your instructor was a great teacher and easy to listen to.  I’d highly recommend T7 Training Systems for 

future classes!” 

Lisa, medical company representative 

“You are fabulous, this is terrific stuff – thank you!!” 

Alicia, Employers Mutual South Australia (Adelaide) 

“I enjoyed your training session very much.  You made it very simple to understand.  I am currently working on a 

project which involves Excel spreadsheets so I am utilising the knowledge I gained from your session.” 

Elaine, Employers Mutual South Australia (Adelaide) 

“Everyone loved the training – no exaggeration to say it is the first unanimous thumbs-up I’ve seen anyone get in 

TAFE, and a big one at that.” 

Verity, Department of Education and Training New South Wales (Sydney) 

“Kate and myself just wanted to thank you all for booking and allowing this course to happen.  It was very 

informative and will come in handy in our everyday workings with our roles.  Our instructor was delightful and was 

very patient with us – a wonderful trainer!!” 

Kate and Melanie, Crown Relocations South Australia (Adelaide) 
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“I think your teaching style is very effective.  You are relaxed, knowledgeable and respectful of everyone’s needs.  

Funnily enough I was able to help my husband with his Excel the day after our course.” 

Alison, Dental Hygienists’ Association of Australia (SA branch) 

“Thanks so much for a wonderful day on Saturday.  I went through some of my spreadsheets and databases and 

added some features to them.” 

James, Dental Hygienists’ Association of Australia 

“Thank you, a great presentation in well integrated language and processes.” 

Margie, School of Dentistry, University of Adelaide 

“Following our training, I’ve been able to complete tasks faster and explore more complex activities on Excel.” 

James, Dental Hygienists’ Association of Australia 

“I loved the Excel course, you did a great job!  I never thought I could find so many things in my life to spreadsheet!  

You have definitely provide an excellent service, I would happily recommend your training courses to anyone I 

know!” 

Sherie 

“Thanks so much for your help this morning.  It’s going to make things a lot easier for me here.” 

Lyndon, Epilepsy Action Australia 

“The feedback has been positive from Monday’s session.  It was especially useful for those people who only had 

basic PowerPoint skills.  The others were saying that the extra tips you gave along the way were very valuable.” 

Sharon, Stratco (Adelaide) 

“Thanks for the training, it’s been very helpful!” 

Peggy, Van Eyk Research 

“Thanks a ton for the Saturday class, I learned a lot.  You are a good teacher, clear and systematic.  The session 

helped me to consolidate my theoretical knowledge in Project Management and learn the use of the software 

beyond the basics.” 

Sheela 

“Thank you very much for such informative training the other day.” 

Rie 

“You have taught us so much in just two training sessions, I can’t thank you enough.  I’m excited to put what we have 

learned into practice soon.” 

Jennifer Tran 

“I described my original Microsoft Project Basics course to one of our partners yesterday as the most beneficial 

course of short work skills training I think I have ever done.” 

Martin Laffey, HART 

“I did a Microsoft Project course with you in 2007 that I found fantastic and I am still using your books today as I set 

out plans.” 

Martin Laffey, HART 
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“Thank you for the Excel Intermediate course last weekend.  Very useful and informative and I am using quite a lot 

already.” 

Margaret 

“In the last couple of days many people have mentioned to me how good the training was and how knowledgable 

the trainer was.  So once again, thank you for this.” 

Michelle, Parsons Brinckerhoff (Brisbane) 

“Just to say thanks again.  It is evident how much everyone enjoyed the training session.  It is really good to hear 

such great feedback, so well worthwhile.  Have a lovely weekend and again thank you.” 

Sally, Pan Macmillan Australia 

“Thank you so much for your fast and always precise procedure training.  You are a saviour and thank you so much 

for fitting me in.” 

Sondra 

“Thanks Nicholas - must say your training has saved me enormous amounts of time since I no longer have to do 

things the long way!” 

Rebecca Byfield, Metro Tasmania 
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